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Abstract—Many application domains perform irregular
memory updates. Irregular accesses lead to inefficient use of
conventional cache hierarchies. To make better use of the cache,
we focus on Propagation Blocking (PB), a software-based cache
locality optimization initially designed for graph processing
applications. We make two contributions in this work. First, we
show that PB generalizes beyond graph processing applications
to any application with unordered parallelism and irregular
memory updates. Second, we identify the inefficiencies of a PB
execution on conventional multicore processors and propose
architecture support to further improve the performance gains
from PB. Our proposed architecture, COBRA, optimizes the
PB execution of a range of applications with irregular memory
updates, offering speedups of up to 3.78x compared to PB
(1.74x on average).
Keywords-caches; locality optimization; graph analytics;
sparse linear algebra; irregular workloads

I. I NTRODUCTION
Graph processing applications are an important category
of computing workloads with valuable applications in social
network analysis, COVID19 therapeutics discovery, pathplanning, and graph learning [1], [21], [60]. In the past, large
graphs were primarily processed on distributed, datacenterscale systems [23], [38], [48]. Recently, increasing main
memory capacities and core counts enable processing graphs
with billions of edges using just a single machine [19], [22],
[34], [56]. Prior work argues that when a graph fits in a single
machine, distributed graph processing is less efficient [41].
High performance, single machine graph processing is challenging. The characteristic irregular memory access pattern
of graph processing workloads leads to poor cache locality
and an execution time dominated by DRAM latency [8], [11],
[53], [59], [63]. Therefore, cache locality optimizations have
the potential to provide significant performance gains for
graph processing applications. Propagation Blocking [13] is
one such software-based locality optimization that is particularly lucrative because of its low (runtime and programmability) overheads. The key insight of Propagation Blocking is
that the order of updates to graph application data does not
affect correctness and, therefore, the irregular updates can be
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reordered to improve cache locality. Propagation Blocking
has been shown to be effective at improving the locality of
a wide range of graph processing workloads [14], [24], [32].
The effectiveness of Propagation Blocking (PB) has
prompted prior work [31], [43], [50], [52] to develop architecture support for improving its efficiency, further increasing
PB’s gains. However, all these PB optimizations rely on
the application’s irregular updates being commutative.While
commutative updates are typical in graph processing workloads, many applications perform irregular updates which
do not satisfy the commutativity property, limiting the scope
of existing hardware optimizations for PB. Therefore, the
focus of our work is to develop architecture support for PB
that does not require an application’s irregular updates to be
commutative. Not requiring update commutativity allows us
to extend the benefits of the PB optimization to a broader
range of applications beyond graph processing workloads.
To develop architecture support for the general case of
PB, we focused on identifying the inefficiencies of a PB
execution on conventional multicore processors. PB reorders
an application’s irregular updates to improve cache locality.
To reorder updates, PB breaks an application execution
into two phases – Binning and Accumulate. In the Binning
phase, PB streams through data structures with regular access
patterns (e.g. the graph) but does not directly apply the
irregular updates which span a large range of memory
locations (the primary contributor to poor cache locality).
Instead, PB buffers the irregular updates (key, value pairs) in
bins where each bin only stores updates corresponding to a
smaller subset of memory locations. Next, in the Accumulate
phase, PB processes bins, applying all of a bin’s updates to
the irregularly accessed data before moving to the next bin.
The Accumulate phase achieves good cache locality because
a bin’s updates apply to a small range of memory locations
that fit in cache. However, Binning is a tax paid by PB
for improved locality during Accumulate. Specifically, the
Binning phase imposes two overheads in all PB executions.
First, to buffer irregular updates into bins, the Binning phase
requires executing many additional instructions (including
branches) that impose a high control overhead. Second, the
Binning phase forces all PB executions to make a suboptimal choice on the number of bins. The Accumulate

phase achieves the best cache locality when there are a
large number of bins because each bin stores updates to a
very small range of memory locations that can fit in the
on-chip cache closest to the processor. However, Binning
performance is prohibitively expensive with a large number
of bins, leading all PB executions to compromise with fewer
bins than the ideal case. We show that architecture support
can eliminate both the overheads of Binning, allowing PB
executions to avoid the software overheads associated with
binning updates and selecting the ideal number of bins for
maximum cache locality.
We propose COBRA: a set of modifications to the ISA
and the memory hierarchy of a multicore processor to
optimize PB’s Binning phase. Instead of executing additional
instructions to bin updates as in software-based PB, COBRA
introduces simple fixed-function logic in each level’s cache
controllers to efficiently bin updates. COBRA introduces
a single (CISC-like) instruction to offload the binning
computation to fixed function units in each cache level.
COBRA’s architecture extensions eliminate the instruction
overheads of Binning and improve Binning performance when
there are a large number of bins (the ideal operating point for
Accumulate). Furthermore, the COBRA architecture does not
assume commutativity of irregular updates and, hence, serves
as a more general PB optimization that applies to irregularupdate applications beyond just graph analytics. We evaluate
COBRA across a range of graph processing, pre-processing,
integer sorting, and sparse linear algebra kernels showing
a mean speedup of 1.74x over an optimized software PB
implementation and 3.16x over the baseline. In summary, we
make the following contributions in this paper:
• We show that commutativity of irregular updates is not a
necessary condition for PB, allowing PB to apply more
broadly beyond graph analytics (Section III-B).
• We characterize the inefficiencies of software PB on
commodity multicores (Section III-C).
• We present the insight behind the COBRA architecture
(Section IV) and describe its implementation (Section V).
• We show COBRA’s effectiveness across a broad range
of kernels and characterize why COBRA works (Section VII).
• We compare COBRA (and PB) against state-of-the-art
hardware PB optimization (PHI [43]) and software cache
locality optimization (CSR-Segmenting [63]).
II. BACKGROUND : I RREGULAR U PDATES
The goal of this work is to improve the locality and
performance of applications that perform irregular memory
updates. To provide background, we identify the common
sources of irregular updates in applications and characterize
the poor cache locality resulting from irregular updates.
Sources of Irregularity: A common source of irregular
memory accesses is the input data representation. Graph

analytics and sparse linear algebra applications often analyze
extremely sparse inputs (a typical adjacency matrix is > 99%
sparse [18]). Therefore, compressed formats are essential for
storing the input graph/matrix in memory efficiently. The
popular Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format offers an
additional benefit of quickly identifying a vertex’s neighbors.
As shown in Figure 1, CSR uses two arrays to represent
outgoing edges (sorted by edge source IDs). The Neighbors
Array (NA) contiguously stores each vertex’s neighbors and
the Offsets Array (OA) stores the starting offset of each
vertex’s neighborhood in the NA. While the CSR (and its
transpose CSC) allow quick access to vertex neighbors, they
can lead to irregular memory accesses. The contents of the
CSR (i.e. NA in Figure 1) are arbitrarily ordered, defined
by the sparsity pattern and the vertex ordering. Therefore,
applications traversing the CSR and accessing a second data
structure based on the indices in the NA perform irregular
memory accesses. Besides data representations, other input
properties such as the distribution of keys for counting
sort [16] can also lead to irregular memory accesses.
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Figure 1: Popular Compressed Representations
Poor Locality of Irregular Updates: Applications with
irregular memory updates suffer from poor cache locality.
Conventional cache hierarchies are designed to optimize
for spatial and temporal locality, both of which are absent
in irregular access patterns. Using hardware performance
counters, we characterized the Last Level Cache (LLC) miss
rates of applications performing irregular memory updates
(methodology in Section VI). Figure 2 shows that a broad
range of applications spanning graph analytics, graph preprocessing, integer sorting, and sparse linear algebra all
suffer from poor LLC locality because of irregular updates.
Additionally, prior work [7], [9], [11], [63] has showed
that the high LLC miss rates cause graph analytics kernels
to spend up to 80% of their execution time stalled on
DRAM. Therefore, cache locality optimizations are critical
for improving performance of these irregular workloads.
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Figure 2: Locality of irregular updates: Applications with
irregular updates experience a high LLC miss rate.

III. P ROPAGATION B LOCKING

The effectiveness of PB across many graph workloads [13],
[14], [32] has prompted hardware optimizations for PB [31],
[43], [50]. However, these hardware PB optimizations rely
on the application performing commutative updates. Commutative updates allow coalescing multiple updates destined to
the same index, reducing PB’s main memory traffic without
affecting application correctness. However, we find that
commutativity is not necessary to benefit from PB.
We observe that PB applies to non-commutative kernels
as well. Algorithm 1 shows a part of the kernel for building
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Propagation Blocking (PB) was originally developed to
optimize Pagerank [13]. Figure 3 shows an unoptimized
Pagerank execution operating on a CSR input graph. The
Pagerank execution streams in edges and auxiliary data
(auxData), and updates the vtxData array at dstk using
the value auxData[srck ]. The stream of indices (dstk ) in the
CSR are unordered and span the full range of the graph’s
vertex IDs (Figure 1). Therefore, an unoptimized Pagerank
execution suffers from poor locality because the irregular
update’s working set exceeds the cache capacity.
PB improves cache locality of Pagerank by breaking the
execution into two phases: Binning and Accumulate. During
Binning, the core streams in edges and auxiliary data but the
core does not directly update vtxData elements. Instead,
the core writes the pair of index location and update value
(dstk , auxData[srck ]) to one of several bins created by PB.
A bin is a data structure that sequentially stores each update
belonging to a particular range of data elements. Each bin
stores updates for a disjoint range of elements and the union
of all the bin-ranges equals the total number of elements
(i.e. number of vertices in the graph). Once all updates have
been written to bins, PB starts the Accumulate phase. During
Accumulate, the core sequentially accesses each tuple in a bin
before moving to the next bin (Figure 3). Since each bin stores
updates for a small index range, only a part of the vtxData
array is accessed at any point in time which reduces the
range of irregular writes, allowing the bin’s updates to fit in
cache. In this work, we focus on parallel PB which simply
creates per-thread duplicates of all bin structures in Figure 3,
eliminating the need for synchronization during Binning.

PB (Phase 1) -- Binning
BinRange = G.nodes / |bins|
for src in G:
for dst in G.out_neigh(src):
binID = dst / BinRange
bins[binID].append(dst, auxData[src])
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A. Propagation Blocking High level Overview
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Propagation Blocking (PB) has been shown to be an effective optimization for graph processing workloads [13], [32].
We show that PB applies more broadly to any application
exhibiting unordered parallelism and, therefore, PB generalizes to applications beyond graph analytics. Software PB
incurs fundamental overheads that prevent achieving optimal
performance. This section also identifies the opportunity to
improve PB’s benefits with architecture support.
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Figure 3: High level overview of PB: PB reduces the range
of irregular updates. Note that the Update List exists only
at a logical level and is never physically materialized.
Algorithm 1 Kernel to populate neighbors (Edgelist-to-CSR)
1:
2:
3:
4:

offsets ← PrefixSum(degrees)
. OA in Figure 1
par for e in EL do
neighs[offsets[e.src]] ← e.dst
. NA
AtomicAdd(offsets[e.src], 1)

a CSR from an Edgelist 1 . The kernel (henceforth referred
to as Neighbor-Populate) uses a copy of the Offsets
Array (OA) to populate the contents of the Neighbors Array
(NA) in Figure 1. The updates to the offsets array
in Neighbor-Populate (Algorithm 1; line 4) are not
commutative because the order of updates to the offsets
array determines the contents of the NA. Coalescing updates
to the offsets array would break correctness by skipping
elements of the neighs array (NA). Algorithm 2 shows
how PB optimizes the kernel. The Binning phase streams
in edges and assigns each edge to a bin. After Binning
reorganizes edges into bins, Accumulate processes the edges
in each bin, updating offsets and neighs with high
cache locality. The PB optimization is applicable to the
non-commutative Neighbor-Populate kernel because
1 Building a graph data structure from an Edgelist is one of three kernels
used by Graph500 [45] to benchmark graph processing supercomputers.

Algorithm 2 PB version of Algorithm 1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

offsets ← PrefixSum(degrees)
par for e in EL do
. Binning Phase
tid ← GetThreadID()
binID ← (e.src/BinRange)
bins[tid][binID] ← (e.src, e.dst)
par for binID in NumBins do
. Accumulate Phase
for tid in NumThreads do
for tuple in bins[tid][binID] do
offsetVal ← offsets[tuple.src]
neighs[offsetVal] ← tuple.dst
Add(offsets[tuple.src], 1)
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a vertex’s neighbors can be listed in any order; the noncommutative updates permit unordered parallelism [27],
[30]. This example shows that the applicability of PB goes
beyond commutative updates: the PB optimization applies
to applications with irregular updates and unordered
parallelism. All the applications listed in Figure 2 can benefit
from PB however not all applications perform commutative
updates and, therefore, not all applications benefit from
existing hardware PB optimizations. The focus of our work
is to develop a general hardware PB optimization that does
not rely on update commutativity, enabling acceleration of a
broader range of applications.
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(b) Cache locality versus number of bins

All PB executions on conventional processors are primarily
limited in two ways: (i) PB must compromise with a suboptimal number of bins and (ii) binning updates requires
executing many extra instructions, eroding PB’s gains.
Compromising on the number of bins: The locality of
the Accumulate phase (Figure 3) is highly sensitive to the
number of bins because the range of updates belonging to
a bin (i.e. range of irregular updates) is inversely related to
the number of bins (BinRange = |UniqueIndices|
). The Binning
|Bins|
phase is also sensitive to the number of bins. To amortize
the cost of writing to bins, the Binning phase uses cachelinesized coalescing buffers for each bin that accumulate updates
to bins and enable coarse granularity writes to bins. Figure 4a
shows the performance of the Binning and Accumulate phases
as the number of bins vary, for the Neighbor-Populate
kernel. Figure 4b shows normalized L1 load misses (broken
into L2, LLC, and DRAM accesses) collected using hardware
performance counters (Section VI). Optimal Accumulate
performance is achieved when there are a large number
of bins because the range of locations modified by a bin’s
updates is reduced to the point that they can fit within the
L1 cache. However, selecting a large number of bins is
not feasible because the Binning phase achieves the worst
performance as all the bins’ coalescing buffers do not fit in the
L1 and L2 caches (Figure 4b). Competing bin requirements by
the Binning and Accumulate phases force all PB executions to
make a compromise and select a medium number of bins (red
dotted line in Figure 4a), leading to sub-optimal performance
in both phases. The architecture mechanism that we design
in Section IV shows how to break PB’s dependence on the
number of bins and get high performance in both phases
without a compromise.
An ideal PB mechanism would use the best number of
bins for each phase – a small number of bins for Binning
and a large number of bins for Accumulate (green dotted
lines in Figure 4a). Figure 5 shows PB’s performance gains
compared to this idealized version of PB (PB-SW-IDEAL).
While this ideal PB variant is unrealizable, the data highlight
the ample headroom for improvement in PB.

Figure 4: Sensitivity of PB to the number of bins: The
Binning phase achieves better locality with a small number
of bins whereas the Accumulate phase prefers a large number
of bins.
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Figure 5: Ideal performance with Propagation Blocking:
Allowing each phase to operate with the best number of bins
shows the headroom for performance improvement in PB.

Control overheads of Software PB: PB implemented in
software requires executing extra instructions for binning
which degrades instruction level parallelism (ILP) by occupying core resources (e.g., reservation stations, load-store
queue, reorder buffer). We found that PB executes up to
4x more instructions compared to the baseline execution
of Neighbor-Populate. The two inefficiencies of PB –
compromising on the number of bins and instruction overhead
for binning updates – present an opportunity to improve the
performance of PB. In the next section, we discuss our
architecture support for Binning (the dominant phase of PB
as shown in Table I) that eliminates both the inefficiencies
of PB.
APPS →

PB Phases ↓
Medium Init
Binning
No. of Bins
Accumulate
Init
Large
Binning
No. of Bins
Accumulate

DC
9.91%
73%
17.09%
7.72%
86.15%
6.01%

NP
5.68%
54.18%
40.14%
6.01%
78.57%
15.42%

PR
18.43%
47%
34.57%
13.17%
65.52%
21.32%

RD
23.75%
51.78%
24.47%
18.22%
71.60%
10.18%

IS
5.72%
44.47%
49.81%
6.95%
77.94%
15.12%

SPMV
0.29%
77.09%
22.61%
0.22%
87.46%
12.32%

PINV
8.6%
56.11%
35.28%
8.88%
64.42%
26.7%

TR
14.63%
48.16%
37.21%
11.96%
67.82%
20.22%

SP
6.76%
14.26%
78.98%
6.71%
17.1%
76.19%

Table I: PB execution breakup: Binning dominates a PB
execution both when using a medium no. of bins (which offers
the best overall PB performance) and when using a large
no. of bins (which offers the best Accumulate performance).

IV. O PTIMIZING PB WITH COBRA

2 Since PB is an instance of radix partitioning [13], [54], we named our
system COBRA (Cache Optimized Binning for RAdix partitioning)
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The core contribution of this paper is a new system called
COBRA2 that specializes the cache hierarchy to eliminate the
two inefficiencies of PB executions. COBRA’s architecture
extensions are specifically targeted at improving Binning
performance when there are a large number of bins. Since
Accumulate is naturally efficient with a large number of bins,
the improved Binning performance with COBRA allows
achieving performance close to ideal PB (Figure 5).
Inefficiencies of the Binning phase: PB maintains bins
in main memory that each accumulate irregular updates to
disjoint sub-ranges during the Binning phase. Later, bins
are sequentially processed and the updates of each bin are
applied with high cache locality during the Accumulate phase.
The Binning phase uses per-bin, cacheline-sized coalescing
buffers (henceforth referred to as C-Buffers) to amortize the
cost of writing update tuples to in-memory bins. The size of
index and update values determines the number of tuples in a
C-Buffer. When a C-Buffer fills up, the core bulk-transfers all
of the C-Buffer’s tuples into its corresponding bin in memory
and clears the C-Buffer to start collecting tuples again.
The Binning phase has two main sources of inefficiency.
First, Binning suffers poor cache performance when there
are a large number of bins. Figure 6 (left) shows why
Binning performs poorly with many bins in a typical 3level cache hierarchy. With a large number of bins, all the
per-bin C-Buffers do not fit in a small cache (e.g., L1),
increasing the average latency of inserting tuples into CBuffers. Compounding the problem, increased cache demands
by other program data can displace C-Buffers to lower levels
of cache (e.g., LLC), further increasing access latency. The
second main inefficiency in Binning is that C-Buffers are
managed entirely in software. Extra instructions need to be
executed to write to C-Buffers, detect when a C-Buffer fills,
and bulk-transfer the C-Buffer’s tuples to in-memory bins.
An Architecture for Binning: COBRA optimizes PB by
enabling the selection of a large number of bins that offers
optimal Accumulate performance (Figure 4a) and changing
the operation of the memory hierarchy to make Binning more
efficient with many bins. The key insight of COBRA is to
decouple Binning performance from the number of bins in
memory. Instead of using a single set of software-managed
C-Buffers that can spread across the cache hierarchy, COBRA
introduces a hierarchy of hardware-managed C-Buffers. Each
level of the cache hierarchy has its own set of C-Buffers
with the number of C-Buffers in a level bounded by the
capacity of that level. Therefore, the L1 cache has the fewest
C-Buffers and the Last Level Cache (LLC) has the most
C-Buffers. In contrast to software-PB where a single bin
range maps update tuples to bins (Algorithm 2; Line 4), in
COBRA each cache level has a unique bin range used to
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Figure 6: Comparing Binning phases of PB and COBRA:
COBRA maintains a hierarchy of HW-managed C-Buffers to
provide the illusion of a small number of bins for Binning
while actually using a large number of bins for Accumulate.
We do not show bins in DRAM for COBRA (COBRA uses
Y3 bins in DRAM). The per-level bin ranges (RL1 , RL2 , RLLC )
in COBRA are defined by the input range and cache sizes.

map tuples into one of the level’s C-Buffers. For example,
in Figure 6, the bin range used for mapping tuples into L1
C-Buffers is L1BinRange(RL1 ) = |UniqIndices|
while the bin
|Y |
1

range for the LLC is LLCBinRange(RLLC ) = |UniqIndices|
.
|Y3 |
In COBRA, a core interacts only with the L1 C-Buffers,
writing tuples into one of the Y1 C-Buffers using the
L1BinRange (L1Bu f f erID = Index
RL1 ). When an L1 C-Buffer
fills up, COBRA does not transfer its contents directly to an
in-memory bin (as in software PB). Instead, COBRA evicts
the L1 C-Buffer by unpacking its tuples and sending each
tuple to its C-Buffer in the L2 cache. Unlike a traditional
cache eviction where the evicted line is sent to the next cache
level as a whole, during a C-Buffer eviction each tuple in the
filled C-Buffer in level Li may need to be written to a different
C-Buffer in the next cache level (Li+1 ). COBRA writes each
tuple evicted from the filled L1 C-Buffer into one of Y2
C-Buffers in the L2 cache identified by the L2BinRange
(L2Bu f f erID = EvictedIndex
). Similarly, when an L2 C-Buffer
RL2
fills up, COBRA evicts it from L2 and sends each of its tuples
to one of the Y3 C-Buffers present in the LLC. In COBRA,
the number of bins in memory equals the number of LLC
C-Buffers. Therefore, when finally a LLC C-Buffer fills up,
COBRA transfers all the tuples in the filled LLC C-Buffer to
the corresponding bin in main memory (as in software PB).
During the Binning phase in a COBRA execution, all tuples
generated by the core are inserted into the L1 C-Buffers,
eventually evicted into L2 C-Buffers followed by the LLC
C-Buffers, before finally being written to the bins in memory.
The hierarchical buffering mechanism in COBRA causes
each C-Buffer eviction to scatter tuples across the CBuffers of the next cache level. A small number of eviction

buffers between cache levels suffice to hide the latency of
scattering tuples and remove C-Buffer eviction latency off the
critical path (Section V-D). Consequently, for the example
in Figure 6, during the Binning phase the core observes a
latency of inserting tuples into a small number of bins (Y1 CBuffers at the L1) while actually operating on a large number
of bins in memory (equal to the Y3 C-Buffers at the LLC).
Besides hierarchical buffering, the COBRA architecture
offers a second major efficiency boost to Binning. COBRA
relies on simple fixed function logic in each cache level’s
controllers to handle C-Buffer management operations (such
as detecting when a C-Buffer fills, and unpacking tuples from
a filled Li C-Buffer and inserting each tuple to an appropriate
Li+1 C-Buffer). COBRA reserves space within each cache
level to pin C-Buffers for the entirety of Binning (Figure 6),
allowing simple logic to determine the unique location of a CBuffer within a cache level. Offloading C-Buffer management
to hardware allows COBRA to eliminate the extra instruction
overhead of Binning in software-based PB.
V. A RCHITECTURE SUPPORT FOR COBRA
COBRA’s architecture support for optimizing Binning in
PB include extensions to cache controllers for managing
C-Buffers and buffering to hide C-Buffer eviction latencies.
A. Caches Designed for Binning
COBRA modifies the cache hierarchy in two ways. First,
COBRA uses widely available way-based cache partitioning [3] to reserve space for C-Buffers within each cache level,
ensuring that other program data never displace C-Buffers.
Second, COBRA keeps a hierarchy of C-Buffers. Each level
in the cache hierarchy has its own set of C-Buffers bounded
by the level’s capacity. COBRA also uses a unique bin range
for each cache level to map update tuples into one of the
level’s C-Buffers. Practically, a cache level’s bin range must
also be a power of two, which makes binning a tuple cheap
(Line 4 of Algorithm 2 can use a bitshift).
A new instruction – bininit – configures the number
of ways to reserve for C-Buffers at each cache level. The
bininit instruction takes four operands: (1) a cache level
identifier (e.g., L1, L2, or LLC in most systems), (2) number
of ways to reserve for C-Buffers, (3) number of unique
indices in the data namespace (e.g., the number of vertices
in a graph), and (4) tuple size in bytes. A program executes
bininit once for each cache level. bininit first reserves
the specified number of cache ways and then computes the
smallest power-of-two bin range for which C-Buffers fit in
the reserved cache ways. This per-level bin range is stored
in a special register, used later during Binning. Due to the
power-of-two requirement on bin ranges, the C-Buffers may
not use all the reserved ways. So the bininit instruction
saves the number of ways actually used by C-Buffers to allow
other data to reclaim unused ways.

The number of ways to reserve at a cache level depends
on the cache pressure from non-C-Buffer accesses. For our
simulated architecture, we reserve all but one way in each
level of cache except the L2 cache. Due to the presence of
an L2 stream prefetcher, we reserve a single way for L2
C-Buffers to retain cache capacity for prefetched data. Later,
we show that COBRA’s performance is not very sensitive to
the number of ways reserved for C-Buffers (Figure 13b).
B. An ISA Extension for Binning
COBRA introduces a new instruction (binupdate) to improve the efficiency of the Binning phase. The binupdate
instruction replaces all Binning related operations performed
in a baseline software PB execution. The binupdate
instruction takes two operands - an index and a value to be
used to update the data stored at the index. For example, the
Binning phase in Algorithm 2 (lines 3–5) would be replaced
by a single instruction {binupdate e.src e.dst}.
Dedicated hardware in the cache controller identifies the
right C-Buffer for the input tuple and inserts the tuple
(e.src, e.dst) into that C-Buffer.
Index ID Update Val Incoming Tuple

BufID bits
Way bits

log2(BinRange)
Set bits
log2(numSets)

CBuf 0

CBuf 4

CBuf 1

CBuf 5

CBuf 8
CBuf 9

CBuf 2

CBuf 6

CBuf 10

CBuf 3

CBuf 7

Reserved Ways

Figure 7: C-Buffer organization within each cache level:
Each cache level has a unique bin range that is used to map
an incoming tuple into one of the C-Buffers pinned in cache.
To use COBRA, a program first executes the bininit
instruction for each cache level and then starts binning data
using binupdate instructions. A binupdate instruction
uses the index part of its input tuple to find a target L1 CBuffer (Figure 7). Since the bin range is a power-of-two, the
lower log2 (bin range) bits of the index represent an intrabin-range offset and the remaining bits identify the buffer
ID. Reserving ways allows each C-Buffer to have a unique
location within the cache and, hence, the buffer ID further
breaks down into sets bits and way bits, fully determining
the location of the C-Buffer within the cache.
C. Inserting tuples into C-Buffers
COBRA collects update tuples in cacheline-sized C-Buffers.
When a C-Buffer fills up with update tuples, the cache evicts
the C-Buffer line, scattering its tuples into the C-Buffers of
the next level of the memory hierarchy. COBRA adds fixed
function logic at the cache controller to support inserting
an update tuple into a C-Buffer. Normally, a cache uses
the address to identify the bytes to be accessed within a
cache line. A binupdate instruction accesses a cache
line differently, because the C-Buffer that the line contains

is not byte addressable. To insert a tuple into a C-Buffer,
COBRA must determine the tuple’s offset within the C-Buffer
line. COBRA maintains offset counters for each C-Buffer
to explicitly track the offset of the next tuple within each
C-Buffer line, essentially providing append-only access to
C-Buffer lines. To insert a tuple into a C-Buffer, the controller
first reads the offset counter, inserts the tuple at the right
offset within the C-Buffer line, and increments the counter
to point to the location for the next incoming tuple. When a
C-Buffer cache line fills, the counter wraps around to zero.
To store per-C-Buffer offset counters, COBRA repurposes
existing metadata bits associated with the cache lines containing C-Buffers. Repurposing these bits is safe because
a C-Buffer line exists outside the shared-memory address
space (i.e. C-Buffers only reside in the cache hierarchy and
are not present in memory). COBRA can also repurpose
the coherence state bits because C-Buffers are core-private
(software PB already duplicates all bins and C-Buffers across
threads – Algorithm 2). For example, a typical tuple size of
8B (4B for index and value) requires tracking 8 tuples in a
typical 64B cache line. For tracking the 8 tuples within L1
and L2 cache lines, COBRA can repurpose 1bit from PLRU
replacement, 1bit from dirty status bit, and 2bits from the
MESI coherence status bits for a 3-bit offset counter.
D. Handling C-Buffer evictions
As the binupdate instruction fills L1 C-Buffers with
tuples, eventually a L1 C-Buffer fills up and COBRA must
evict its tuples to C-Buffers in the next cache level (L2). When
a C-Buffer fills up, COBRA is responsible for inserting each
tuple in the full buffer into the appropriate C-Buffer in the
next cache level. After an eviction, the C-Buffer is empty
and can service future incoming tuples.

Eviction
Li Cache C-Buffer
Buffer
Full

T0 T1 T2 . . . Tk Ctr

Li+1 Cache
Cacheline
to Tuples

...

T0-Tk

Binning
Engine

Figure 8: Handling evictions when a C-Buffer fills up:
Eviction buffers hide the latency of evicting tuples.
In a naive implementation, the filled C-Buffer line is evicted
and directly sent to a dedicated hardware unit within the cache
controller called the binning engine. The binning engine
sequentially extracts tuples from an evicted C-Buffer cache
line and serially issues each tuple to the C-Buffers in the
next level of cache. The process of inserting a tuple into
the next cache level’s C-Buffer is exactly the same as a
binupdate instruction inserting tuples into an L1 C-Buffer
(Figure 7). COBRA inserts each evicted tuple into a C-Buffer
in the next cache level using that level’s unique bin range.
Figure 8 shows how COBRA evicts a full C-Buffer. The cache

controller determines when to evict a C-Buffer cache line by
monitoring the line’s offset counter, which is incremented
on each tuple insertion. When the counter wraps around, the
C-Buffer line is at capacity and the controller evicts the line.
In the above naive implementation, COBRA incurs the
full eviction latency to sequentially issue all tuples from a
filled buffer to the C-Buffers in the next level of cache. To
hide the latency of C-Buffer evictions, COBRA uses a set of
first-in/first-out (FIFO) eviction buffers between cache levels.
When a C-Buffer fills, COBRA simply inserts the cache line
containing all of its tuples into the eviction buffer. Later,
the binning engine pulls the cache line from the eviction
buffer, extracts tuples from the line, and inserts the tuples
into next level’s C-Buffers. Accounting for the eviction rate
from each level of cache and the cycle time to serially insert
all the tuples to the next level of cache, Little’s Law [28]
suggests that a 14-entry eviction buffer between L1 and L2
and single entry eviction buffer between L2 and LLC hides
all eviction latency. However, Little’s law assumes steady
state eviction rate and does not account for bursts in evictions,
which may underestimate the eviction buffer size. In a later
section, we refine the Little’s Law estimate using a DES
model that accounts for bursts and the model shows that
a 32-entry eviction buffer between L1 and L2 fully hides
C-Buffer eviction latency (Figure 13a) .
E. Additional implementation details
COBRA manages the LLC differently from L1 and L2
because the LLC is shared among all the cores and evictions
of LLC C-Buffers interact with bins in main memory.
C-Buffers organization in NUCA caches: As Section III
explains, PB creates a per-thread duplicate of bins and CBuffers and COBRA exploits the duplication by making the
C-Buffer in each level private to a core. For core-private
caches, most cache space is reserved for the C-Buffers. In
a shared, NUCA LLC that is physically distributed across
cores, COBRA evenly divides NUCA cache banks among
cores. Each core’s LLC C-Buffers use the set of NUCA
banks assigned to that core only. Our simulated architecture
(Section VI) models a typical three-level hierarchy with coreprivate the L1 and L2 caches and the LLC is a NUCA
cache with a bank associated with each core. For this cache
hierarchy, the number of LLC C-Buffers for each core is
bounded by the capacity of the core-local NUCA bank.
Evicting from LLC: Eviction of a full LLC C-Buffer moves
buffered updates to a bin in memory, which is unlike a CBuffer eviction to the next cache level (Section V-D). The
process of evicting a C-Buffer from the LLC depends on
how COBRA represents bins in memory. COBRA assumes
threads’ bin data are stored sequentially in memory, as
in Figure 9: for each thread, a bin’s tuples are stored
contiguously. The sequential bin organization requires precomputing the number of tuples in each bin (for each thread).
Fortunately, to avoid dynamic memory allocation overheads,

a baseline PB execution already precomputes the number of
tuples per bin and encodes it in the BinO f f set array (Init
phase in Table I). With the above organization, each core
can store the base pointer for its thread’s bin data structures
and use per-bin offsets to access each bin. When an LLC CBuffer fills up, COBRA writes the buffered tuples to the bin
data structure at the location pointed by BinO f f set[binID].
After an eviction from LLC, the bin offset is incremented
by the number of tuples in the C-Buffer.
BinBasePtr

BinOffset[1] BinOffset[2]
Bin 0

Bin 1

BinOffset[3]

Bin 2

Bin 3

...

Bin Data Structure
BinOffset

T0 T1

...

Tk

Tuple Ctr

LLC C-Buffer Cacheline

Tag bits 64B Cacheline

Replacement
Metadata bits

LLC program data Cacheline

Figure 9: Organization of per-thread bins in memory:
BinOffsets are stored in the tag bits of cache lines containing
LLC C-Buffers.
The bin offset pointers do not require any additional
storage. Since the LLC C-Buffers are chosen to fit in a
core’s local NUCA bank, the tag bits for the C-Buffer lines
are unnecessary and can be repurposed to store bin offsets
(BinO f f set[binID]) as shown in Figure 9. Before Binning,
COBRA initializes the starting offsets for each LLC CBuffer (in every NUCA bank) in the C-Buffer’s tag entry
using a new ISA instruction that takes a buffer ID and
starting bin offset as operand. At a LLC C-Buffer eviction,
the contents of the LLC C-Buffer line are written to the
memory address computed using the bin offset in line’s
tag entry (BinBasePtr + BinO f f set[binID]). To avoid the
need for address translation, we assume system support
for ensuring matching virtual and physical addresses for
important data structures (e.g. the bin data structure) as
proposed in prior work [26], [43]. After writing the contents
of the full LLC C-Buffer to an in-memory bin, the bin offset
value in the tag is incremented by the number of tuples in
the C-Buffer using fixed function logic and the C-Buffer’s
offset counters are reset to start receiving tuples again.
Flushing the Cache After Binning: In COBRA, all tuples
are inserted by a binupdate instruction into L1 C-Buffers,
later evicted to L2 and LLC C-Buffers, and eventually written
to a bin in main memory. When Binning ends, some tuples
may still be resident in a C-Buffer in cache. Before starting the
next phase of PB (Accumulate), COBRA must ensure that all
remaining tuples in cache end up in in-memory bins. We add
a binflush ISA instruction that signals the end of Binning
and causes each cache level’s controller to serially walk all CBuffer cache lines, forcing an eviction if the line is non-empty.
In each core, binflush starts with L1, proceeds to L2 and,
finishes by writing the residual tuples in the local NUCA bank
to memory. The eviction process initiated by binflush

proceeds as described in Sections V-D and V-E, with the
difference that the eviction buffers, binning engine, and bin
offsets update logic must handle partially filled C-Buffers.
The number of tuples remaining in a C-Buffer are identified
with the help of per-C-Buffer offset counters (Figures 8,9).
The binflush instruction is also invoked in case a page
containing per-thread bin data structures is swapped out of
memory. Such premature invocations of binflush can be
avoided by locking critical pages in memory (e.g., using
mlock() in Linux).
Handling virtualization: COBRA extends a commodity
multicore processor to accelerate PB, requiring its extensions
to support virtualization for OS preemption and context
switching. We rely on per-process, way-partitioning (as in
Intel CAT [3]) to reserve space for per-level C-Buffers across
the cache hierarchy. Using static cache partitioning for the
COBRA process ensures that each level’s C-Buffers are
pinned for the duration of the Binning phase of PB. However,
if the COBRA process is preempted during Binning, then
other processes scheduled to run intermediately can evict CBuffer cache lines. Evictions triggered by other processes may
lead to transfer of partially-filled C-Buffer cache lines which
reduces the efficiency of data transfer. Fortunately, COBRA’s
architecture extensions significantly optimize Binning phase
latency, allowing Binning to complete with the minimum
number of OS preemptions (Figure 13c).
Need for Static Cache Partitioning: The COBRA architecture described to this point assumes static cache partitioning
at each cache level to reserve space for C-Buffers and ensure
that C-Buffer accesses never miss. COBRA can also work
in architectures lacking support for static cache partitioning.
However, without static cache partitioning, locality of CBuffer cache lines is defined by the underlying cache
replacement policy and pressure from other data accesses
during the Binning phase. Fortunately, all other data accesses
besides C-Buffers are streaming accesses (e.g., CSR and
auxData in Figure 3) and do not impose cache pressure
on C-Buffer cache lines. Evaluations on our cache simulator
revealed that the baseline replacement policy (PLRU in L1/L2
and DRRIP in LLC) can provide a C-Buffer miss rate of
<1% in the absence of static cache partitioning.
Hardware overheads of COBRA: COBRA repurposes
cache line metadata whenever possible (Figure 9) and the only
storage overhead incurred by COBRA are the eviction buffers
used to hide C-Buffer eviction latency. However, the small
eviction buffers between cache levels amount for less than
7% of an L1 cache area [44]. Finally, the binning engine and
fixed function logic to update per-C-Buffer counters incur low
complexity because they perform simple integer arithmetic.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
Real System: Section II, III & VII-D experiments were run
on an Intel Xeon processor (14 cores, 35MB LLC, 32GB

DRAM) with hyperthreading and “turbo boost” disabled. We
used LIKWID [58] to collect performance counters.
Simulator: We use Sniper [15] to evaluate COBRA. Table II
shows the architecture parameters we simulated, with cache
timing parameters collected from CACTI [44]. We made
several modifications to Sniper. For PB, we added support
for non-temporal stores which are required for efficient
Binning [13], [54]. For COBRA, we model the interaction of
the binupdate instruction with the Out-of-Order engine.
We ensure that a binupdate only retires when it reaches
the head of the ROB because a binupdate writes the data
caches (i.e., like a store). Stores require two ports to issue
(address generation and data), but the binupdate does not
need the address generation port because the L1 C-Buffers
are directly addressed based on operand value. We also use
a custom Pin-based [39] cache simulator for a subset of our
evaluations (Section VII-C). The cache simulator models
the hierarchy in Table II and the LLC statistics from our
simulator are within 5% of Sniper’s values.
Cores 16 OoO-cores, 2.66GHz, 4-wide issue, 128-entry ROB, 48-entry Load Queue,
32-entry Store Queue
L1(D/I) 32KB, 8-way set associative, Bit-PLRU policy, Load-to-use = 3 cycles
L2
256KB, 8-way set associative, Bit-PLRU policy, Load-to-use = 8 cycles
LLC 2MB/core, 16-ways, DRRIP [29], Load-to-use = 21 cycles (local NUCA bank)
NoC 4x4 mesh, 2 cycles hop-latency, 64 bits/cycle link B/W, MESI coherence
DRAM 80ns access latency

Table II: Simulation parameters
Workloads: We evaluate COBRA across workloads
spanning multiple domains. Degree-Counting and
Neighbor-Populate are the dominant kernels in
Edgelist-to-CSR conversion (an important graph preprocessing step that has been shown to be as expensive
as the downstream graph analytics kernel [6], [10], [40],
[51]). Pagerank is a popular kernel representative of
graph applications where all vertices are processed every
iteration. Our Edgelist-to-CSR conversion and Pagerank
implementations are from the GAP [12] benchmark. Radii
from the Ligra [55] benchmark estimates a graph’s diameter
by performing multi-source BFS and is representative of
graph applications which only process a subset of the
vertices every iteration. In addition to graph (pre-)processing
workloads, we also evaluate Integer Sorting. We
use __gnu_parallel::sort() as our baseline sort
implementation because we found it to be up to 14% faster
(2.7% on average) than NAS benchmark’s [5] integer sort
implementation. The PB and COBRA versions optimize
a parallel counting sort implementation [16]. We also
evaluate COBRA across four sparse linear algebra kernels –
SpMV from HPCG [20], and parallelized versions of PINV,
Transpose, and SymPerm from SuiteSparse [17]. PINV
computes the inverse mapping for a given permutation of
a matrix rows/columns. Transpose constructs the sparse
representation of a matrix’s transpose. SymPerm permutes
the upper triangular portion of a matrix and is a subroutine

of Cholesky factorization. We simulate a single iteration of
Pagerank because of its constant runtime across iterations
and we use iteration sampling [43] to simulate every second
pull iteration for Radii.
The
workloads
have
tuple
sizes
of
4B
(Degree-Counting
and
Integer Sort),
8B
(Neighbor-Populate, Pagerank), and 16B for
the rest. PB (and COBRA) work for applications performing
irregular update and streaming reads which required slight
modification of Pagerank, Radii, and SpMV (specifically
making the PB versions process the transpose representation
of the input graph/matrix). For the PB runs, we use the
original source code which we received from the authors [13]
and we simulated multiple bin ranges for PB, selecting the
best bin range for each workload and input pair.
Inputs: We evaluate the graph (pre-)processing workloads
across a diverse set of input graphs (covering power-law,
uniform normal, and bounded degree distributions). For
Integer Sort, we sort 256 million randomly generated
keys with varying maximum key values. We use matrices
representative of simulation and optimization problems for
the sparse linear algebra kernels. We do not simulate Radii
on EURO because Radii never executes a pull iteration.
GRAPHS
DBP [33] PLD [37] KRON [12] URND [12]EURO [18]
# Vertices
18.26M
42.89M
33.55M
33.55M
50.91M
# Edges
136.54M 623.06M
133.52M
134.22M 108.11M
MATRICES
HBUBL [18] HTRACE [18] KMER [18] DELAUNAY [18]
# Rows/Columns 21.12M
16M
67.72
16.78M
# NNZs
63.58
48M
138.78M
100.66M

Table III: Input Graphs and Matrices
VII. E VALUATION
We provide a detailed quantitative explanation for COBRA’s speedups and assess COBRA’s composability with
recently proposed commutativity optimizations for PB [43].
A. Speedups with COBRA
The main result of this evaluation is that COBRA consistently improves the performance of PB. COBRA improves
PB performance in two ways – by eliminating the need
to compromise with a sub-optimal number of bins and by
eliminating the instruction overheads associated with Binning.
To isolate the contributions from each optimization, Figure 10
compares speedups from a baseline software-based PB (PBSW), PB-SW-Ideal (an idealized PB execution combining
Binning with a small number of bins and Accumulate with
a large number of bins), and COBRA. PB is an effective
software locality optimization offering a mean speedup of
1.81x over the baseline. Eliminating the compromise on
the number of bins (PB-SW-IDEAL) provides an additional
mean speedup of 1.2x over PB. COBRA combines the
benefits of using the optimal number of bins for Accumulate
with the efficiency improvements from offloading C-Buffer
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Figure 10: Speedups with COBRA: COBRA provides significant performance gains over PB-SW (and PB-SW-IDEAL)
across a broad set of applications. (* indicates that the application performs non-commutative updates)
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management to hardware, allowing COBRA to gain an
additional mean speedups of 1.45x over PB-SW-IDEAL.
In summary, COBRA provides a mean speedups of 1.74x
over PB and 3.16x over the baseline. These COBRA speedup
numbers include the cost of initializing LLC C-Buffers tags
with starting bin offset values and flushing every level’s CBuffers after Binning (Section V-E). The numbers in Figure 10
also account for the initialization cost of computing per-thread
bin sizes in both COBRA and PB. The results for PINV
and SymPerm need additional explanations. PINV was the
only application where increasing the number of bins did
not improve Accumulate performance (due to parallelism
artifacts overshadowing locality benefits). Consequently, PBSW-IDEAL underperforms PB-SW for PINV and COBRA
offers limited benefits over PB-SW. We ran a version of
COBRA using a medium number of LLC C-Buffers (which
offers the best Accumulate performance for PINV) and
observed that COBRA’s mean performance improvement
increased to 2.4x over the baseline and 1.94x over SW-PB.
SymPerm achieves limited benefit from COBRA because it
only processes coordinates in the upper triangular portion of
the matrix, limiting the headroom for spatial and temporal
locality optimization.
Looking at the speedup for each phase of PB in Figure 11
helps explain COBRA’s performance benefit. A COBRA execution optimizes both phases of PB. Compared to softwarePB which much compromise with a sub-optimal number of
bins, COBRA optimizes the Accumulate phase by using a
large number of bins (allowing irregular updates to operate
from faster caches). The Binning phase sees even more
speedup, ranging from 2.2–32x owing to elimination of
extra instructions and offloading the C-Buffer management to
dedicated hardware in the cache controllers. The next section
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Figure 11: COBRA speedup across both phases of PB:
COBRA uses a large number of bins naturally optimizing
Accumulate and uses architecture support to optimize Binning.

further characterizes COBRA’s improvements to Binning.
B. Characterizing COBRA’s Binning speedups
In this section, we explore the reasons for COBRA’s Binning speedups and show that COBRA’s Binning performance
is robust to different architecture and system parameters.
Improvements from eliminating instructions: COBRA’s
binupdate instruction replaces all Binning instructions executed in software by PB. Figure 12 (top) shows COBRA’s 25.5× reduction in total instructions executed (averaged across
inputs) compared to software PB. COBRA also reduces PB’s
control overheads during Binning. PB manages C-Buffers
in software: after every tuple insertion the core must check
if a C-Buffer is full. COBRA instead manages C-Buffers
using dedicated hardware in the cache controller, reducing
the rate of branch mispredictions, as Figure 12 (bottom)
shows. COBRA eliminates all branch misses associated with
managing C-Buffers in software, often achieving near-zero
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Figure 12: Efficiency gains from eliminating instruction
overhead of binning: The binupdate instruction in
COBRA enables an OoO core to exploit more ILP.

branch misprediction rates as the baseline versions3 . By
reducing the instruction and control overheads of Binning,
COBRA enables an Out-of-Order processor to better exploit
Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) and we observe that the
Instructions-per-Cycle (IPC) of the Binning phase improves
from 0.71 in PB-SW to 1.55 in COBRA.
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Figure 13: Sensitivity of Binning performance in COBRA
Sensitivity to eviction buffer sizes: COBRA uses eviction
buffers to push C-Buffer eviction latencies off the critical
path. We built a Discrete Event Simulation (DES) model
of COBRA to estimate the eviction buffer sizes required
to handle input-specific eviction bursts. The DES model
consumes a trace of update tuples and reports the fraction
of time stalled on a full eviction buffer. Figure 13a reports
the fraction of Neighbor-Populate execution stalled for
different sizes of eviction buffer between L1 and L2. The
data show that a 32-entry L1 eviction buffer hides eviction
latency for all inputs. Little’s Law estimates that a single-entry
3 (Pagerank and Radii still incur branch misses because checking
neighborhood boundaries in power-law graphs leads to unpredictable
branches. SymPerm incurs branch misses when searching for upper
triangular coordinates).

buffer between L2 and LLC suffices because L2 evictions are
infrequent. Overprovisioning the buffer to 8 entries incurs a
modest cost and should suffice to handle rare bursts of L2
evictions [28].
Sensitivity to ways reserved for C-Buffers: We measured
the sensitivity of COBRA’s Binning performance for different
workloads as the number of ways reserved for C-Buffers
is varied (Figure 13b). The result shows robustness of
COBRA’s performance (variation≤10%) to the L1 and LLC
cache ways reserved for C-Buffers because all non-C-Buffer
accesses during Binning are streaming, requiring limited
cache capacity. COBRA’s performance is more sensitive
to the L2 cache ways reserved for C-Buffers because of
the presence of a L2 stream prefetcher which gainfully
uses the additional cache capacity to prefetch streaming
data. Therefore, our default COBRA configuration reserves
a maximum of all but one way in the L1 and LLC and a
single way in the L2 for C-Buffers.
Sensitivity to context switches: COBRA uses static cache
partitioning to pin the C-Buffers in caches during the Binning
phase. However, on a context switch, other processes may
evict (possibly partially-filled) C-Buffer cache lines. Evicting
partially-filled C-Buffer cache lines at the LLC leads to
DRAM bandwidth waste because DRAM is always accessed
at the cache line granularity (64B). To measure the worstcase bandwidth waste, we built a cache simulator that models
eviction of all the LLC C-Buffers on every context switch.
Figure 13c shows the reduction in bandwidth waste as we vary
the OS scheduling quantum for the Neighbor-Populate
application. The worst-case bandwidth waste is less than 5%
even when the scheduling quantum is 1/100th the default
value used in linux [2]. COBRA’s architecture extensions
provides significant speedups to the Binning phase (8.3x on
average in Figure 11) which reduces the number of context
switches (and the associated bandwidth waste).
C. Specialization for Commutative Updates
The COBRA design described up to this point is
application-agnostic and is primarily a latency optimization
(choosing an optimal number of bins for Accumulate and
using architecture support to accelerate Binning). Applications with commutative updates can additionally reduce
main memory traffic by coalescing updates destined to
the same index. For commutative applications, PHI [43]
proposed adding simple reduction units (ALU) at private
caches and an atomic reduction unit at the shared LLC to
allow coalescing updates within each cache level. COBRA
can also be specialized with similar reduction units to reduce
main memory traffic for commutative applications. Instead
of simply appending at the end of a C-Buffer, COBRA could
scan all the tuples present in a C-Buffer, checking to see if a
tuple with the update’s index already exists. If a tuple with
that index exists, the new update could be coalesced with
the existing tuple using a local reduction unit. Otherwise,

D. Comparison to Graph Tiling
In this work, we developed architecture support for software Propagation Blocking (PB). Another popular software
4 We implement PHI’s optimizations (hierarchical buffering/coalescing
and selecting update batching) as described in the paper [43] and model an
idealized version of PHI that incurs zero overheads for managing PB data.
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COBRA appends the new update’s tuple at the end of the
C-Buffer as usual. To reduce the changes required to COBRA,
we propose a commutativity-specialized version of COBRA
(called COBRA-COMM) that performs update coalescing
only at the LLC (where the coalescing opportunity is the
largest). Using an atomic LLC reduction unit, as in PHI,
allows COBRA-COMM to share LLC C-Buffers among cores,
increasing the total number of LLC C-Buffers.
We compare PB (PB-SW), COBRA, COBRA-COMM
and PHI 4 using our custom cache simulator. Figure 14
shows the reduction in DRAM traffic and L1 cache misses
(across Binning and Accumulate phases) under PB-SW, PHI,
COBRA, and COBRA-COMM for the Count-Degrees
and Neighbor-Populate applications. The result reveals three interesting trends. First, PHI and COBRACOMM are inapplicable for the non-commutative applications because they would violate correctness (Section III-B).
For non-commutative applications (Neighbor-Populate,
Integer Sort, Transpose, PINV, SymPerm), COBRA is the only viable hardware PB optimization. Second,
for the commutative Count-Degrees application, PHI is
able to provide greater DRAM traffic reduction than COBRA
by hierarchically coalescing updates at each cache level
(Figure 14a). Across all graphs, COBRA-COMM achieves
the same traffic reductions as PHI in spite of only coalescing
updates in LLC C-Buffers because even PHI coalesces a
majority of the updates only at the LLC (97% on average).
Traffic reductions in PHI (and COBRA-COMM) are tied to
the highly skewed graphs and graphs with lower temporal
reuse (URND, EURO, UK2005, HBUBL) see limited benefits
from PHI over COBRA. Third, COBRA consistently reduce
L1 caches misses compared to PHI (Figure 14b). COBRA
minimizes L1 misses by choosing the optimal number of
bins for the Accumulate phase whereas PHI’s L1 miss
reductions are a product of coalescing updates and reducing
the number of tuples to be read from bins. For graphs with low
coalescing opportunity (URND, EURO, UK2005, HBUBL),
the Accumulate phase in PHI suffers from choosing a suboptimal number of bins (as in PB-SW) and provides limited
L1 miss reduction over PB-SW.
In summary, COBRA is a more general PB optimization
because it applies to both commutative and non-commutative
applications. With simple modifications, COBRA can be
specialized for commutative updates (COBRA-COMM) to
combine the benefits of update coalescing (achieving similar
traffic reductions as PHI) and choosing the optimal number
of bins for Accumulate (improving L1 locality over PHI).
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Figure 14: Comparisons against PHI: PHI and COBRACOMM only work for commutative updates

locality optimization is Graph Tiling [51], [57], [62], [63],
[66] where the input graph is divided into ”sub-graphs”
to reduce the range of irregular accesses. To understand
the difference between the PB and Tiling, we compare PB
to CSR-Segmenting [63], [64] (state-of-the-art 1D tiling).
Figure 15 shows the runtime reduction from CSR-Segmenting
(Tiling) and PB for the Pagerank application run until
convergence. The shaded portion in the bars represents the
initialization overheads of Tiling (constructing per-tile CSRs)
and PB (allocating memory for bins). Ignoring overheads, PB
provides a mean speedup of 1.35x compared to 1.27x from
Tiling. However, PB incurs significantly lower initialization
overhead compared to Tiling. Therefore, we selected PB as
the basis for COBRA because PB is able to provide speedups
even after accounting for overheads.
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Figure 15: Comparing PB to Tiling: PB is competitive to
Tiling and incurs significantly lower overheads.

VIII. R ELATED W ORK
PB Optimizations for commutative updates: The
Milk [32] compiler simplifies applying PB to applications.
COBRA could be a target for the Milk compiler, extending
COBRA’s benefits to new applications. GraFBoost [31]
exploits commutativity in PB for out-of-core graph analytics
while COBRA targets in-memory analytics. GraphPulse [50]
extends PB principles to an accelerator targeting asynchronous graph applications. In contrast to these works,
COBRA is a general PB optimization that supports both
commutative and non-commutative updates.
General PB optimizations: PCP [36] and GPOP [35]
introduce new graph representations to reduce Binning’s
memory traffic but they incur higher preprocessing overheads
than PB. Ozdal et al. [46] propose algorithmic changes
to PB to reduce memory footprint. COBRA could support
variations of PB using extensions similar to Section VII-C.
Prior works [54], [65] highlighted the sensitivity of radix
partitioning to the number of bins and demonstrated huge
performance cliffs. COBRA eliminates the need to tune the
number of bins by maintaining a hierarchy of C-Buffers.
Architectures for graph processing: Minnow [61] added
architecture support for efficient worklist management [49].
HATS [42] introduced hardware for online vertex scheduling
to improve locality. OMEGA [4] tailored scratchpad-based
memories to optimize graph analytics on power-law inputs.
Graph processing accelerators [25], [47] optimize common
framework operations. Similar to these works, COBRA
provides architecture support for Binning to optimize PB.
IX. C ONCLUSION
We presented COBRA, a general hardware optimization for
Propagation Blocking (PB). With a limited set of architecture
extensions, COBRA is able to eliminate the inefficiencies of
PB executions on conventional processors. COBRA achieves
speedups of up to 3.78x over PB (1.74x on average). Finally,
by not relying on update commutativity, COBRA is able to
target a broader range of workloads beyond graph analytics
(including sparse linear algebra and integer sorting).
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